Terms and Conditions
For the purposes of these terms and conditions, the customer is referred to as ‘the hirer’.
Wedding Supercars is referred to as ‘the company’.
Your booking is only regarded as confirmed and secured upon receipt of cleared funds as
deposit and a completed booking form through the web page.
A 30% deposit is required for each car is and is non - refundable.
The balance for your booking must be paid, in full, at least four weeks before the date of the
event.
No service will be provided unless cleared funds have been received in full.
The company requires immediate notification of cancellation or postponement of the event.
Should cancellation or postponement occur within 16 weeks of the event, 50% of the
outstanding balance will be due.
Should cancellation or postponement occur within 8 weeks of the event, then 100% of the
outstanding balance will be due.
Should postponement of the event occur for any reason, full payment will still be due 4
weeks before the date of the original booking.
All our vehicles are strictly no smoking.
Our vehicles are maintained and serviced to the highest standard, in an attempt to make
them as reliable as possible. However, in the unforeseen event of an accident, breakdown,
puncture, traffic jam, severe weather or any other act of god, the company accepts no
liability, nor responsibility for the consequences of such an occurrence.
Under no circumstances will the company accept any claims for consequential damages.
Wedding insurance is available, and we strongly recommend all our clients to take this out
especially for Winter Weddings as we cannot be held responsible for inclement weather,
including floods, snow, ice and rain.
The company will however undertake whatever measures are necessary to complete the
booking, which may, at the companies’ discretion, include providing an alternative vehicle, if
possible. In the event of no alternative vehicle being available due to time and distance, a full
refund will be given. If we are unable to complete the booking for whatever reason we will
not be held responsible or liable for any costs arising consequential of any losses and any
refunds will be limited to the money paid by the client.
Our stable of cars can change from time to time. In this instance, the company will
undertake all measures to provide a suitable replacement, where possible. In the event of
no alternative vehicle being available due to time and distance, a full refund will be given. If
we are unable to complete the booking for whatever reason we will not be held responsible
or liable for any costs arising consequential of any losses and any refunds will be limited to
the money paid by the client.
Your Wedding Car will be made available for a short time after your arrival at your Reception
Venue; this is usually around 15 / 30 minutes to cover photos. If you require the car for

longer, a charge of £100 per hour will be charged. This must be arranged prior to your
Wedding date. If however, you require additional “pleasure” runs for other guests on the day,
this will be priced accordingly. Again, this must be arranged and booked prior to the day to
avoid disappointment.
Our cars are cleaned to the highest standard, and will be checked over, and cleaned again
shortly before arrival.
However, the company can accept no liability, nor responsibility for clothing becoming dirtied
or damaged. This is particularly relevant during times of inclement weather.
Please note, children under the age of 18 will only be carried if approval is given from the
parent or guardian of the child.
The hirer will be responsible for any damage caused to the companies vehicles however
caused by the hirer, or the hirer’s guests.
For all events, other than weddings, these services and bookings are provided and managed
by Tesla Chauffeur Cars.
The company reserves the right to amend or alter these terms and conditions at any time,
and without prior notice.
Wedding Supercars Competition Terms and Conditions
1. The promoter is: Wedding Supercars whose registered office is at Old Camps, Headley,
Thatcham.
2. The competition is open to residents of the United Kingdom within a 50 mile radius of
Newbury, Berkshire, UK aged 18 years or over and have a wedding booked in 2019 and is
within a 50 mile radius of Newbury, Berkshire, UK except employees of Wedding Supercars
and their close relatives and anyone otherwise connected with the organisation or judging of
the competition.
3. There is no entry fee and no purchase necessary to enter this competition.
4. By entering this competition, an entrant is indicating his/her agreement to be bound by
these terms and conditions.
5. Route to entry for the competition and details of how to enter are via
http://www.facebook.com/weddingsupercars
6. Only one entry will be accepted per person. Multiple entries from the same person will be
counted as one entry.
7. Closing date for entry will be 31st October 2018. After this date the no further entries to the
competition will be permitted.
8. No responsibility can be accepted for entries not received for whatever reason.
9. The rules of the competition and how to enter are as follows:

The promoter reserves the right to cancel or amend the competition and these terms and
conditions without notice in the event of a catastrophe, war, civil or military disturbance, act
of God or any actual or anticipated breach of any applicable law or regulation or any other
event outside of the promoter’s control. Any changes to the competition will be notified to
entrants as soon as possible by the promoter.
10. The promoter is not responsible for inaccurate prize details supplied to any entrant by
any third party connected with this competition.
11. The prize is as follows:
The prize is as stated, and no cash or other alternatives will be offered. The prizes are not
transferable. Prizes are subject to availability and we reserve the right to substitute any prize
with another of equivalent value (similar car) without giving notice.
12. Winners will be chosen at random from all entries received and verified by Promoter and
or its agents.
13. The winner will be notified by DM on Facebook within 7 days of the closing date. If the
winner cannot be contacted or do not claim the prize within 2 days of notification, we reserve
the right to withdraw the prize from the winner and pick a replacement winner.
14. The promoter will notify the winner of booking arrangements.
15. The promoter’s decision in respect of all matters to do with the competition will be final
and no correspondence will be entered into.
16. The competition and these terms and conditions will be governed by [English] law and
any disputes will be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of [England].
17. The winner agrees to the use of his/her name and image in any publicity material, as well
as their entry. Any personal data relating to the winner or any other entrants will be used
solely in accordance with current [UK] data protection legislation and will not be disclosed to
a third party without the entrant’s prior consent.
18. The winner’s name will be available 28 days after closing date by emailing the following
address: book@weddingsupercars.co.uk
19. Entry into the competition will be deemed as acceptance of these terms and conditions.
20. This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with,
Facebook, Twitter or any other Social Network. You are providing your information to
Wedding Supercars and not to any other party. The information provided will be used in
conjunction with the following Privacy Policy found at http://www.weddingsupercars.co.uk.
21. Wedding Supercars shall have the right, at its sole discretion and at any time, to change
or modify these terms and conditions, such change shall be effective immediately upon
posting to this webpage.

